Building our swimming pool
Our new outdoor pool opened in July 2013, after nine months of building work. Like all of our projects,
it’s been a labour of love for Pat and Dave and their building team, including Paul Rogers and Colin Hoult.
A raft of local businesses were also involved, supplying materials, goods and services.
The pool is situated in the same spot as the old outdoor pool, which it has replaced. The building is
curved, and faces due south above the tennis courts to take advantage of the sunshine and shelter. We
were keen to construct a building which would blend into the landscape, and we used local materials for
the build wherever possible. We managed to source a supply of granite stone from a local farmer and
scoured and scavenged from local reclamation yards to find individual pieces to make it feel authentic. A
weather window allowed us to have the stone dug out of the ground and delivered by local contractors
Andrew and Malcolm Hoskin who used to help Pat and Dave on the farm at Lanydrock when they were
boys!
It took from 1 October 2012 until February 2013 to sink the footings and do the ground works. The
weather conditions were atrocious - it rained almost every day for four months. Most of the work took
place in a sea of mud and the pool base was covered by 27 inches of water!
Our aim in business is to make everything we do as sustainable as possible and to this end, we decided to
cover the roof with photovoltaic panels to generate electrical power and solar thermal panels to heat the
water. Our son Mark and his company ZLC Energy supplied and installed all the renewables.
The plant and interior materials were supplied and fitted by Apex Pool Engineers. The ceiling has an unusual stretch fabric ceiling with fibre optic lights and all the lighting is LED to save energy. The changing
rooms are constructed of recycled plastic panels to our own design from Aaztec Cubicles and the artwork
was created by eco-design company Leap, who are based here in St Austell.
Every aspect of the exterior and interior has been lovingly created and designed by a very small team
with regard to the environment in the wonderful place we live in. We hope all our guests will enjoy
using it!

1. The digger arrives—October 2012

2. Removing the old pool.

3. Digging footings

4. Levels in trench

5. Footings

6. Footings

7. Footings

8. Pumping concrete

9. Remote control

10. Pumping concrete

11. Trenches full

12. Footings full

13. Lorry leaving

14. Changing room footings

15. Checking plans

16. Concrete foundation blocks

17. View across the site — October 2012

18. What a muddy mess! Rain every day….

19. Concrete floor

21. Foundation walls

20. Foundation walls

22. Colin — the master block layer

23. Apex putting their drains in - November 2012

24. Insulation and weldmesh in pool walls

25. More drains

26. Pool walls inside the building

27. Steel reinforcement for pool walls

28. Patio area

29. Twenty-seven inches of rain Nov 2012—Feb 2013

30. Steelwork support

31. Moving granite stone for wall facing

32. Concreting pool floor

33. Pool steps

34. Concreting changing room floor

35. Pouring concrete

37. Filling trench

36. Concreting over steelwork

38. Filling pool floor

39. Finished pool floor

40. Family inspection!

41. Closer inspection

42. Lifting granite posts —January 2013

43. Think Stonehenge!

44. Granite waiting for concrete wall blocks

45. Granite quoins for the corners courtesy of DRS

46. Stone facing going on

47. Farmer Dave’s steps

48. Roof Truss Co — challenge to fit a round roof

49. Brilliant work from Roof Truss Co — they fit!
February 2013

50. Paul and Colin link the old sauna building to the pool

51. Every slate had to be cut by Colin to fit the round
roof

52. Sean Grose and team start the screeding - April
2013

53. What a hard job! On their knees all day...

54. It has to be level—not easy, but almost there

55. Now rendering the walls

56. Another challenge to fit the PV panels on a round
roof

57. Ready for the windows

58. Solar thermal panels going on

59. Hiding the time capsule—May 2013

60. Trevor, Master Tiler from Apex Pools

61. Part of the amazing team

62. MCS stretch ceilings going up

63. Gas cylinders heat the air to stretch the fabric

64. Each fibre optic light is put in by hand—all 900!

65. Ceiling guys deserve a break...

66. Ceiling finished and fabulous tiling job by Trevor at
Apex Pools

67. Tim Whitehead and the team do a great job on the
patio

68. Just the last bit of walling to finish by Paul Rogers.
The glass balustrading is in courtesy of Mike Davis
Fabricators of Par

69. Changing rooms — June 2013

70. Recycled plastic cubicles from Aaztec Cubicles

71. Finished pool with LED downlights and infra-red
showers

72. The wall graphic in vinyl going on courtesy of
Cornwall Signs

73. Pool complete with powder-coated steel windows
from Holmbush Windows

74. The patio floor, created by Tim Whitehead Stonemasons

75. The sauna is linked to the pool

76. Pool with fish logo designed by Leap

77. The finished pool front elevation (facing south for solar gain) July 2013

